
Poll shows we’d ask ‘deceased loved ones’
for advice before we’d ask a clergyperson
Posted: Thu, 18th Apr 2013

A Yougov poll commissioned for this week's Westminster Faith Debate has revealed the lack of
extent to which people turn to religious leaders for "moral guidance". It also exposes the majority of
religious leaders to be entirely at odds with the British public on same-sex marriage.

When asked: "Which, if any of the following, do you rely on MOST for guidance as you make your
life decisions?" only 0.5% of the 4,447 people questioned plumped for "religious leaders" or
"religious groups".

41% said they relied on their "own reason"; 22% said their "own intuition"; 13% said family; 6% said
God; 3% said friends; 2% said "religious teachings"; and 1% went for "deceased loved ones".

The findings on same-sex marriage also shows that most people in this country – including those
who declare themselves to be religious – favour the legalisation of marriage for same-sex couples.

The survey found that the section of religious people most opposed to same-sex marriage is made
up of those who both believe in God with certainty and make decisions primarily on the basis of
explicit religious sources – God, scriptures, teachings and religious leaders.

This so called 'moral minority' of strict believers' amounts to almost 9% of the population, and is
spread across religious traditions, with a greater concentration among Baptists and Muslims.

The survey also asked: "Do you believe in God or 'a higher power'?"

26% thought there was "definitely" a God; 23% thought there was "probably" a God; 16% thought
there "probably was not" a God; 19% thought there was "definitely not" a God and 17% didn't
know.

Read the full finding of the survey here
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Reform wedding laws

Make marriage fairer for all people of all religions and beliefs.

Read More
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Don’t let the Church dictate how we marry

In justifying its uniquely privileged position as the established religion, the Church of England likes
to portray... Read More »

Homophobic churches and liberal states make for unhappy
bedfellows

Parliament should begin the process of disestablishment rather than try to fix the Church of
England, argues Stephen... Read More »

NSS welcomes recommended reform to weddings

The National Secular Society has welcomed a government-commissioned report recommending
reform of wedding laws in... Read More »

N. Ireland to adopt marriage law reforms backed by NSS

Northern Ireland will adopt proposals backed by the National Secular Society to modernise
marriage laws.

In a statement... Read More »

NSS welcomes legalisation of outdoor weddings in England
& Wales

The National Secular Society has welcomed moves to permanently allow outdoor weddings in
England and Wales.
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The government... Read More »
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